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Abstract 

Undeniably drug delivery systems (DDSs) engaged take part in controlling the drug pharmacological effect along 

with the pharmacokinetic profile with respect to the drug release rate, the site, bioavailability and then the side-

effect. Different procedures for visual medication conveyance have been reportedly considered; from fundamental 

strategies aimed at improving the accessibility of medications; consistency enhancers and mucoadhesives help 

sedate maintenance and entrance enhancers advance medication transport into the eye. The utilization of drug loaded 

CNC nanoengineered smart gels enabled medications can be better put where they are required for sustained release 

of the drugs with straightforward conveyance. Advancements in visual inserts give a way to conquer the physical 

obstructions that generally forestalled compelling treatment. Advancements are being worked on permitting long 

term tranquillized conveyance from solitary DDSs: these devices permit the release of the loaded drugs even up to 

25 h. Future improvements could lead to the nanoengineering of CNC based drug loaded ODDS with excellent 

ophthalmic DDSs. 
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1. Introduction 

Bioderived polymers, also known as biopolymers are the polymers derived from plants (polysaccharides, like-

cellulose, chitosan, guar gum and chitin, etc.) and animals (proteins, like-collagen, gelatin, etc.) which have been 

conventionally utilized/examined by scientists/technologist into diverse applications in biomedical field extending 
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from edible and non-edible packaging, medicated drug delivery systems and tissue regeneration [1-23] owing to 

their biomimitic alikeness when contrasted and compared with the extracellular matrix (ECM) tissues, 

biocompatibility, easily accessible, cheap, and non toxicity [24-26]. Moreover, these polymers upon cyto-

degradation within the bio-system framework generates cyto-friendly end-products [20, 27]. 

Biopolymer nanocomposites are a kind of composite which comprises of a biopolymer or bio-copolymer matrix 

framework reinforced/loaded up using nanocrystals/nanofillers/nanoparticles [23]. These nanoparticles have at least 

one of their dimensions within the range of 1-100 nm in addition to its novel properties. These nanoparticles/fillers 

are categorized into zero-dimensional nanoparticles (metal oxides/clusters), one-dimensional nanoparticles 

(nanotubes or nanofibres), two-dimensional nanoparticles (layered materials, for example, layered silicates or 

nanoclays) and three-dimensional (zeolites). The benefits of nanocomposite materials in contrast with customary 

composites are their superior thermal, mechanical and hindrance/barrier properties at low reinforcement levels [23, 

28, 29], in addition with better recyclability, transparency, UV blockage, and lightweight [23]. 

Cellulose is one of the most abundantly available biomaterial and highly involved in research studies on earth [30]. 

Currently, cellulose-based nanomaterials like CNC are a rising class of nanomaterials with some appealing 

properties: which are isolated from sustainable crude raw materials (cellulose or lignocellulose) at comparatively 

low cost with certain attractive properties like - biodegradability, biocompatibility, phenomenal mechanical strength, 

high water absorption ability, and high surface area. CNCs have been explored for its various potential applications 

in biopolymer nanocomposites for sustained drug delivery, tissue scaffolding, tin films, rheology modifiers for 

hybrid films, aerogels, reinforcement in hydrogels, artificial blood vessels, food additives, and wound dressings [20, 

22, 31, 32].  

These words CNC is used to depict highly crystalline rice shaped or needle-like form of nanocellulose derived from 

cellulosic or lignocellulosic materials, like jute, ramie, sisal, cotton, sugar beet pulp, wood pulp, etc through 

controlled acid/enzymic hydrolysis, and advanced mechanical/chemo-mechanical treatment [20, 22, 31-33]. CNCs 

are also frequently referred to as cellulose whiskers, cellulose nanowhiskers, or cellulose nanoparticles [9, 12, 20, 

33, 34]. Evidently, the kind of drug delivery systems (DDSs) chosen for drug administration takes part in controlling 

the drug pharmacological impact with the pharmacokinetic profile concerning the drug release rate, the site, 

bioavailability and also the side effects. A productive/effective DDS affirms exact and accurate bioavailability 

within the required duration [26]. The drug concentration at the favorable site should be over the minimal effective 

concentration (MEC) and below the minimal toxic concentration (MTC) for the avoidance of any intricate 

complications. The DDS, and dosing, adapted for the drug administration is imperatively crucial for fulfillment of 

the required concentration [26]. In the last hundreds of decades, human advancements and evolution have 

successfully used chemical substances for different fields including cosmetics and medical purposes. In the same 

manner, substances utilized specifically for eye treatment have been used in ophthalmic medication for ocular 

diseases [3]. 
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Figure 1: The scheme showing different drug administration approaches. 

The delivery/administration of drug entities have been allegedly reported to be epidural (epidural space) [35], 

Intracerebral (Cerebrum-direct injection into the brain) [36], Intracerebroventricular (Cerebral ventricles of the 

brain) [37], epicutaneous (Onto the Skin) [38], Intradermal (Into the skin) [39], Subcutaneous (Under the skin) [40], 

Intralesional (Skin lesion) [41], Nasal (Nose) [42], Inhalational (anesthetics), Intravenous (vein) [43], Intraarterial 

(artery) [44], Intramuscular (Muscle) [45], Intracardiac (Heart) [46], Intraosseous infusion (Bone marrow) [47], 

Intrathecal (Spinal canal) for spinal anesthesia [48], Intraperitoneal (Peritoneum) [49], Intracavernous (via penis) 

[50], Intravaginal delivery (via vagina) [51], extra-amniotic (administration Between endometrium and fetal 

membranes) [52], Transdermal (via intact skin) [10, 23, 53], Transmucosal (Through the mucous membrane) [54], 

Sublingual (beneath the tongue) [55], and Sublabial (Between the lips and gingival) [56] as depicted in Figure 1. 

Ophthalmic medication transport system presents noteworthy troubles for pharmaceutical and therapeutic sciences. 

Visual diseases are muddled to treat, and visual structures ought to be protected, non-unfavorably susceptible for the 

patient and sterile. Topical structures address 90% of the stepped detailing. This review adopts a multidisciplinary 

strategy to the thought of the feasibility and potential utilization of CNC based polymer nanocomposites in the 

advancement of ophthalmic drug delivery systems (ODDS). 

2. Cellulose Nanocrystals (CNC) 

Cellulose (as structurally depicted in Figure 2) is the richest available bio-polymer on the planet. In cotton fibre, it is 

accessible in its unadulterated form and in jute, ramie, flax, wood, bombax, and other lignocellulose sources it is 

with a blend of lignin and hemicelluloses [9, 12]. Cellulose is a polydispersed linear polymer of poly-(1, 4)- D-

glucose units [9, 20, 23], the base unit consists of two chair form molecules of glucose balanced by 180° that is 
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displayed in Figure 1. Nanocellulose can be extensively classified into cellulose nanocrystals, nanofibres or bacterial 

cellulose (CNC/CNF/BC) with minimum any one of its dimensions ranging between 5-100 nm. Nanocrystalline 

cellulose precious stones (cellulose nanocrystals) is the smallest in dimension and most crystalline type of 

nanocellulose [9, 56]. 

Figure 2: The molecular structure of a cellulose polymer with cellobiose is the smallest repeating unit in the 

polymer. 

2.1 Sources and synthesis of CNC 

From old times till current date wood is still used as the prime source of cellulose, which is utilized for the synthesis 

of CNC. Other major sources of CNC are pure cellulosic forms like microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) or bacterial 

cellulose and lignocellulosic biomass, for example, cotton, jute, pineapple leaf fibres, wheat straw, and soy hulls, 

tunicin [20, 22, 57-60]. The various other sources are additionally shown in the Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Sources of CNC. 
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The extraction of CNC mostly incorporates processes like cryocrushing, high-pressure homogenization, grinding, 

refining and chemical processes such as acid hydrolysis, steam explosion, enzymic hydrolysis [2, 6, 7, 59-63]. The 

various strategies are briefly shown in the Figure 3. 

2.2 Properties of CNC 

Nanocellulose stands out amongst other nanomaterials, as it is one of the most preferred nanomaterial for being 

lightweight, stable, extremely tough, having high mechanical strength, high UV resistance and furthermore it has 

phenomenal barrier properties [12, 23]. Nanocellulose has a density of 1.3/cm
3
 as reported [13]. The tensile strength 

of nanocellulose/CNC is more significant than that of Kevlar and steel [11, 13-16]. CNC possess length scope of 89 

≤ 250 nm (from lignocelluloses or celluloses) or ≥ 100 nm up to more than several μm (for bacteria, tunicates, and 

algae source) having thickness of 5 ≤ 77 nm. Nanocellulose can be isolated into amorphous and crystalline domains 

by controlled degeneration procedure like acid hydrolysis resulting into crystalline domains with an elastic modulus 

of 150 GPa, which is very higher than that of the S-glass (85 GPa) and aramid fibers (65 GPa). These nanocrystals 

forms gels in water that shows shear-thinning and thixotropic behavior. CNC has a lot of –OH groups on its surface, 

which participates in the development of inter and intra molecular hydrogen bonds between parallel chains and also 

within the same chain [11, 14-16]. CNC has a high affinity to water which is strong because of the surface covered –

OH groups. It forms highly viscous dispersions at low concentration. Removal of water from nanocelluloses, like, 

CNC at room temperature or above, usually results in the development of -H-H-bonds between the neighboring 

CNC. This gives the development of firmly close-packed mesh like fiber network arrangement which is generally 

irreversible and is commonly referred as hornification [15]. 

3. Ophthalmic Drug delivery systems (ODDS) 

Serendipity has always been an important aspect of great scientific endeavors. Mankind has witnessed several 

serendipitous discoveries and inventions throughout its evolutionary phase. In this context a brief account of the 

evolution of drug delivery and its evolutionary timeline has been disinterred while segueing into ODDS. A focused 

assay of the role of CNC in these domains is the essence of this section. The major face off to the progress in 

traditional eye drops formulations with the desire to treat eye illness is effective bioavailability of the drugs at the 

drug target for a long time period, with negligible or no side effects, enhanced patient adherence etc. for diseases 

such as diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma. In these perspective, key advances in sustained delivery of loaded drugs to 

the eye is the utilization of using invasive delivery systems, such as intravitreal implants and drug suspensions.  

Biopolymers (natural/synthetic) such as cellulose, methylcellulose, hydroxylpropyl methylcellulose, PVA, PLA, 

hyaluronic acid, guar gum, chitosan, etc. demonstrate valuable viscosity enhancing characteristics in polymer based 

ophthalmic drug formulations aimed at enhanced bioavailability [3, 20, 24]. The solution of these macromolecules 

with water results in the formation of viscoelastic hydrogels having evident potential as carriers in drug delivery and 

other biomaterials application [24]. The swelling properties, chemical properties and structural morphology of the 

these gels to a great extent controls the release mechanism of the drugs loaded in this systems [20, 25]. The 
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resistance of polymer based ophthalmic drug delivery devices such as CNC-polymer based ODDS formulations to 

lacrimal drainage when residing in the lower conjunctival cul-de-sac of the eye is very important in ODDS though it 

has an initial blurring of vision of the patient. Visual medication conveyance is hampered by the physiological 

hindrances introduced by the eyes [20]. These incorporate squinting and wash out by tears, nasolacrimal waste, 

ineffective misfortunes and impermeability of the cornea [3, 20]. The use of polymer based CNC composites, or 

their hybrids is very promising in the field of ODDS although awareness on the novel properties of CNC in this 

respect is not know by many researcher, scientist or technologist working in this field. There is much room for the 

synthesis, study, and application of CNC based ODDS for advanced ocular application. 

4. Polymeric Hydrogels based on CNC Polymer Composites (PC) in ODDS 

There has been a limited study performed for potential application of novel CNC in ODDS which may be due to 

lack of information on its excellent properties as rheology modifiers in hydrogels. Dilution and drainage from the 

eye are the major causes of the poor bioavailability of ophthalmic solutions which can be overcome by using CNC 

based in situ-forming ODDS prepared from smart polymers (polymers that exhibit reversible phase transitions) [20]. 

Qinghua Xu and co-workers developed a nanocomposite hydrogel based on cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) and 

chitosan (CS) which are the two most abundant natural polymers and studied the drug release performance of the 

composite in controlled delivery of theophylline [21]. In the process, they first oxidized CNC using periodate 

treatment to obtain dialdehyde nanocellulose (DACNC). Then, they crosslinked chitosan using DACNC (as both the 

matrix and crosslinker) in different weight ratios, to fabricate CNC/CS composites. Also, an extra advantage of 

using DACNC is that, it is nontoxic in nature as compared to glutaraldehyde which is commonly used but is toxic in 

nature hence, can be used in biomedical application without any complexity. They found that there was an increase 

in swelling ratio of the composite, which was probably due to decline of crosslinking density [21]. Also, the pH 

responsive hydrogel gave different bioavailability at different pH. They achieved bioavailability of 85% and 23% in 

gastric pH of 1.5 and in intestinal fluids which has pH of 7.4 respectively, due to swelling ratio of the hydrogels 

loaded with drug which differed under different pH values. These CNC/CS hydrogel showed application potential as 

a theophylline carrier which can be potentially used in biosensors and ODDS [21]. 

In another study, Ahlen et al. developed nanoparticle loaded hydrogel based contact lenses and explored its potential 

for the ODDS. They developed two potential contact lens platforms for ODDS by integrating chitosan-poly (acrylic 

acid) nanoparticles into polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogels and in situ gelled nanoparticles and cellulose 

nanocrystals (CNC) in PVA lenses. The nanoparticles were shown to disintegrate in a physiological 0.2 mM 

concentration of lysozyme resulting from the hydrolysis of the chitosan chains by lysozyme. A drug prolong release 

over 28 hours’ period was observed after incorporation of the nanoparticles in the composite lenses [19]. They 

revealed from their study that the nanoparticle-CNC-PVA lenses showed even greater potential for extended drug 

release [19] which they attributed to the particles leaching from the swelling PVA-network during the incubation 

period. These researchers also observed that the in situ gelation between the nanoparticles and cellulose nanocrystals 

were preventing the leaching by interlocking the particles to the CNC, and causing the gel to become immobilized in 
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the PVA-network [19]. They concluded that the material showed countless possibilities in designing novel 

controlled drug release ocular lenses [19] along with the possibility of developing an enzyme-triggered ocular drug 

delivery system. 

Another group of researchers have demonstrated an in vitro sustained release of pilocarpine hydrochloride (PL) from 

poloxamer (PM) modified CNC with enhanced rheological and overall properties for ODDS [20]. These authors 

reveal that the transport phenomenon of all the PM and its nanocomposite hydrogels was anomalous transport while 

the critical gelation concentration of PM reduced from 18% (w/v) to 16.6% (w/v) with the addition of different 

CNC% (w/v). They also showed from their report that the addition of different CNC% (w/v) in PM for the 

engineered nanocomposite hydrogels led to excellent sustained release of the PL up to more than 20 hrs [20]. They 

observed that the in vitro drug release was best explained by the first-order equation which showed the highest 

linearity (r2>0.981) for all the CNC-nanocomposites [20]. 

Yet in an interesting work investigated by Katarzyna Zubik et al., on thermo-responsive hydrogels containing poly 

(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), reinforced with CNC by means of both covalent and non-covalent 

interactions with it [64]. They synthesized the nanocomposite material via free-radical polymerization without any 

additional cross-linkers. Variation in properties of PNIPAAm-CNC hybrid hydrogels change with dosage of CNC 

was reported also showing declined thermal stability of the hydrogels with increasing CNC content64. Also, it was 

observed that the rheological parameters such as elastic and viscous moduli of hydrogels increased with the higher 

amounts of CNC addition, representing stronger mechanical properties of the hydrogels, which supports the 

hypothesis that after incorporation of CNC the hydrogel exhibit superior structural integrity. Their work showed that 

the thermoresponsive behavior of PNIPAAm-CNC hybrid hydrogels, the volume phase transition temperature 

(VPTT) in the range of 36 to 39°C, which is close to normal human body temperature [64]. A study on drug loading 

and release properties of the prepared hydrogels was also conducted for wound dressing purposes and 

metronidazole, an antibiotic and antiprotozoal often used for skin infections, was used as a target drug for study. The 

hydrogels performed well and showed decent drug-loading capacity at ambient temperature and a burst drug release, 

which was followed by slow and sustained release at 37°C. Their results suggested that the developed CNC based 

hydrogels stand out as a promising material for application in ophthalmic drug delivery system (ODDS) and 

injectable hydrogels for wound dressing [64]. 

5. Preparation Techniques of CNC based Nanocomposite Hydrogel 

From the available methods for the preparation of NC based ophthalmic gels (OG) the most preferred one, is the one 

which is carried out using the conditions for the fabrication of gels from the polymer matrix. Considering an 

example, wherein a solvent containing DMSO with water in the ratios of 80:20, 70:30 and 60:40 was used by 

Tummala et al., [65] these were then heated at 100°C along with constant stirring for 2 h. The synthesis of the 

nanocomposite hydrogel was done with the addition of nanocellulose gel which was weighed equivalent to 30 mg 

dry weight of the PVA solutions. It was then kept for stirring at 100°C for about an hour until it was homogeneous 
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and transparent solution. It was then casted into polypropylene molds which were followed by gelling at -20°C for 

the entire day and then it was dialyzed in distilled water for two more days. The storage was done in distilled water 

for any further characterizations. 

6. Kinetics of Drug release in CNC based Ophthalmic Formulations 

A group of swelling controlled drug delivery systems includes drug-loaded hydrogel-based devices along with OG. 

It is assumed that the swelling of the polymer is a result of interaction between hydrophilic polymer chains with 

water. As a result of interaction between the absorbed water and the hydrogel polymer drop the hydrogel turns into a 

rubbery kind of material, this phenomena occurs due to decrease in Tg temperature of the polymer. As a result of 

this interaction the absorbed water molecules within the gel structure will dissolve the trapped drug inside the 

device.66 Controlling of this phenomenon depends mainly on three driving forces which are the penetrant 

concentration gradient, the polymer stress gradient, and the osmotic forces involved in it. Considering cellulose 

based hydrogels which are also known as swelling controlled drug delivery devices, there has been anomalous 

transport system reported by Serra et al. whereas Dewan et al. came up with the Fickian diffusion/transport 

mechanism in case of the hydrophilic devices used for hydrogel drug delivery systems [3, 67, 68]. It is concluded 

that the drug release kinetics particularly for hydrophilic hydrogels is often identified by an intermediate between 

the Fickian diffusion and case II transport. 

Currently taking into consideration, the kinetics of release of NC based ophthalmic systems is quite rare or nearly 

negligible. Although, the only report accessible is based on methylcellulose (MC) based ophthalmic medication 

discharge device which can prove to be envisioning the mechanism of drug discharge from NC based ophthalmic 

frameworks [3]. A discovery made by Dewan and co revealed that MC was efficient in reducing the critical gelation 

concentration from 18% to 17% (wt/v) and the gelation temperature of poloxamer from 34°C to 28°C. Additionally, 

it was also identified that the release mechanism of the formulation system is often pursued by the Fickian diffusion 

only [3], and also it was dependent on the molecular weight of MC employed in formulations; greater the molecular 

weight of MC better-sustained drug release of the device was observed. Also, there were some other close cellulose 

derivatives reported, like thermally triggered transitions of hydroxypropylcellulose [68] and methylcellulose [3], 

carboxymethyl cellulose [69], poly(vinyl alcohol)/methylcellulose [68], Carbopol/HPMC [70], and hyaluronic acid-

methylcellulose [71]. 

7. Challenges and the Future of Bio CNC PC DDS 

CNC based ODDS nanocomposites systems are structures composed of macromolecules for instance chitosan, 

cellulose, guar gum, their nanoparticles (nanofibers, nanorods, or nanostructures), and nanocomposites with 

themselves and other polymeric matrices. The use of nanoparticles such as CNC is advantageous because of their 

biomimetic structures which resemble biological living tissues having excellent cell adherence ability. Furthermore, 

the exploit of liquid CNC crystalline phases in hydrogels allows the development of self-assembled hierarchical 

structures that mimetic to ECM of living organisms for the engineering of bionanomaterials for advance 
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applications. There is still much room for the marketing, pharmaceutical, and clinical application this system. In 

spite of their limitations, the utilization of nontoxic, biodegradable, sustainable, and biocompatible renewable 

materials such as CNC based composite materials continue as focus of contemporary research studies cut across 

every niche in biomaterial. CNC PC nanocomposites have shown great potentials for engineering new advanced 

ODDSs for effective delivery of drugs for increased bioavailability. However, there are no research publications or 

practical utilization of even the few reports on CNC PC ODDS at the moment. There is fervent need for more 

studies in this area.  

8. Conclusion 

Apparently, there are limited research on CNC-polymer based ophthalmic formulations for ODDS which calls for 

urgent research into the utilization of the novel properties of CNC such as its ability to increase the gel strength, 

enhance sustained delivery of drugs via hydrophilic interaction of the -OH groups on the surface of CNC to the 

polymer and CNC to the drugs along with enhanced gel strength and reduced gel dissolution rate. 
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